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Action Heroes resources can be found at 

www.actionheroes.com.au. 

 

For more information about using Action Heroes resources, 

contact Dr Sacha at sacha@actionheroes.com.au. 

 

ACTION HEROES 
GETTING STARTED 

 

The Action Heroes cards are a resource for health professionals, teachers and parents to 

build the resilience of children. The main goal is to create something fun that anyone could 

pick up and start using in a flexible way.  

THE INSTRUCTION CARDS 

There are four instruction cards based on active learning principles to help develop a child’s 

skills at using the ‘Powers’. First, when we are introducing and teaching children one of the 

powers then we are usually engaged in Power Training. This means that they are learning the 

powers when they are not necessarily in a challenging situation.  

 

Often in a therapy and teaching situation we are helping children to plan for how they are 

going to respond to challenges – this is about Planning for challenging situations. The cards 

are also designed to help children to Use the Action Heroes in the moment.  

 

Finally, the Review is about learning how to reflect on situations and decide what worked 

well and what did not work that well. This creates a feedback loop and can lead us to either 

choose new powers to train in or encourage us to train more in a particular power.  
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GETTING STARTED WITH THE CARDS 

Here are some ideas for using the cards in a 1:1 situation with a child: 
 

1. Lay out the cards in the shape of the Power Wheel. You can either do this immediately 

before your session or do it as needed in the session. You could also use the Power 

Wheel poster to refer clients back to the structure of how all of the heroes fit together. 

  

2. Try explaining the wheel to the child using a script such as: “Becoming better able to deal 

with challenging situations means learning these powers and then being able to move 

around this wheel. This usually involves moving from left to right – from learning ways to 

manage our thoughts/feelings to using our values to approach new or challenging 

situations. Yet we can really start anywhere in the power wheel.” 

 

3. Ask for a situation to use as an example. Having something the child can immediately 

connect with from his/her life will help engage them in the process. 

 

4. Ask the child which hero he/she would like to try learning about first. This builds their 

sense of agency in the learning process. 

Be creative and have fun exploring the Heroes 

5. Typically, the process starts with the thoughts (The Defusor) and feelings (Skye) about the 

situation but you can really start anywhere. This is what is really attractive about using 

the ACT model – we are being flexible in how we teach these skills.  

 

6. You may want to only learn about a specific Action Hero for each session to help build a 

child’s mastery of a specific ACT process. Or, you can focus on an issue and choose one 

power from each Hero to help plan for an upcoming situation. 

 

7. The instructions on the back of each card help to walk you through the steps needed to 

practice each type of power.   

 

8. Teach each Hero’s catchphrase as part of building the child’s language and understanding 

of ACT processes and concepts. 

 

 
WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU! 
 

We want to build a community that supports children to be resilient and thrive.  This includes 

providing clinicians, educators and families with opportunities to be supported in using the 

Action Heroes cards. Please share any suggestions for using the Action Heroes cards and we 

will continually update our resources with tips. 

E: sacha@actionheroes.com.au   facebook.com/actheroes 
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